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Saint Gu Yao had almost cut off everything and forgotten everything.

Only one person and a past was left.

Saint Gu Yao knew that when she decided to take this step, she was no longer herself.

She was neither Gu Yao nor Yao Xue.

Therefore …

Today, she was here not only to bid farewell to Su Zimo, but also to bid farewell to her past and that

dream.

Su Zimo looked at Yao Xue at the entrance of the main hall. Looking at the old clothes she was

wearing, he vaguely understood something.

When they were in Gu Yao's courtyard, Saint Gu Yao was rather cold to him.

They were like strangers.

However, Su Zimo could tell.

Saint Gu Yao's body.

And Yao Xue's shadow.

At this moment, although Saint Gu Yao was wearing faded clothes, Su Zimo could feel that Yao Xue

was about to leave.

Yao Xue entered the main hall but did not go forward. She only looked at Su Zimo from afar. There

was an indescribable gentleness in her eyes. There was also a trace of reluctance and longing.

"Congratulations."

Yao Xue smiled.

Die Yue's expression was calm as she nodded.

She could see the farewell in Saint Gu Yao's eyes.

Looking at this familiar smile, Su Zimo was in a trance. It was as if he had returned to Ping Yang

Town in Tianhuang Mainland. He recalled all the things that happened between the two of them.

"Yao Xue, you …"

Su Zimo had just opened his mouth when he saw Yao Xue smiling and shaking her head gently.

"Zimo …"

Yao Xue called out softly.

Su Zimo's heart trembled when he heard that.

"You have to be well."

Yao Xue took a deep look at Su Zimo.

She turned around.

The moment she turned around, all the emotions, reluctance, and longing in her eyes disappeared

in an instant. The only bit of spirit in her eyes also dimmed.

That pair of eyes was still very beautiful. However, it was like a pool of stagnant water without any

ripples.

Yao Xue's aura surged!

Heaven and earth shook and the Great Dao resonated!

The moment Yao Xue stepped out of the Chaos Main Hall, she became a Great Sage!

"Congratulations …"

The Spacetime Sacred Lord and the others wanted to congratulate Yao Xue.

However, Yao Xue's expression was indifferent. She didn't care about the five Great Sacred

Masters at all. She didn't stop and soared into the sky.

The Ancestral Flame Sacred Master sighed as a look of confusion flashed across his eyes.

For the first time, he began to doubt his own persistence.

The five Sacred Masters also left one after another.

Due to the appearance of the Five Great Sacred Masters, the atmosphere in the Primal Chaos Hall

was no longer the same as it was Just Now.

Even if the Five Great Holy Masters were to leave, in the hearts of the crowd,

He could also feel a sense of oppression.

It seemed like a storm was coming!

Everyone knew that this gathering could not continue.

Then, he got up and left.

The Great Sage of Chaos also cupped his hands and bade farewell.

Not long after, there were only a few people left in the hall.

Mountain Elder and Evil Lord didn't leave.

After everyone left, the Evil Lord stood up and said to Su Zimo, "Yaoxue's Great Dao is like this. It's

not because she's heartless."

"What Great Dao does she cultivate?"

Su Zimo already had a vague guess in his heart, but he still asked.

The Evil Lord said, "Taishang Indifference."

"Taishang Indifference?"

Su Zimo furrowed his brows slightly.

The Evil Lord said, "Yaoxue uses the Dream Realm to experience different lives. After gaining love,

she forgets love. Only then can she not be trapped by her emotions and not be disturbed by them

to achieve her Great Dao."

"After gaining love, she forgets love. This is to cut off the seven emotions and six desires."

Die Yue shook her head slightly and said, "Cultivating such a Great Dao is a little cruel to her."

"Yes."

The Evil Lord sighed softly and suddenly said, "Actually, Yaoxue did not get involved in the great

battle six billion years ago. Other than the relationship between the Ancestral Flame Sacred Master

and Saint Xuan Pin, it was mainly because Master stopped her."

"Why is that?"

Su Zimo asked.

The Evil Lord and Yaoxue's Master was the Life Sacred Master!

The Life Sacred Master didn't stop anyone else but stopped Yaoxue from joining the battle. It was a

little strange.

The Evil Lord said, "Because Master has high hopes for her and is worried that something will

happen to her. Master once said that the hope of resolving the Infinite Calamity might lie with

Yaoxue. "

Su Zimo was confused.

Yaoxue had the hope of resolving the Infinite Calamity?

The Evil Lord said, "When I heard about this back then, I was just as confused as you. Master only

said one sentence."

"Only by forgetting love can one be fair. Only by being heartless can one be benevolent."

Su Zimo's heart skipped a beat. He murmured softly and seemed to have understood something.

The Mountain Elder suddenly said, "The Life Sacred Master once said that we are not worthy of

being called Saints."

"What does that mean?"

Su Zimo asked.

The Mountain Elder said, "She said that the word 'Saint' is not just about one's cultivation realm. It

also contains fairness, justice, selflessness, and benevolence. However, which Saint, including me,

doesn't have selfish desires?"

Su Zimo was deep in thought.

The Evil Lord said, "In reality, it is as difficult as ascending the heavens for Postnatal lifeforms to

cultivate and become a Great Saint. The reason why we can become Great Saints is mainly

because of the Six Paths of Reincarnation and the support of the Heavenly Reincarnation Dao. "

"The reason why you can become a Great Saint so quickly is also because of the opportunity and

inheritance of the Chaos Qinglian."

"As for Yaoxue, she reached this stage by herself. Of course, this is indeed too cruel for her."

The Mountain Elder said, "With such commotion happening in the Greater Thousand Worlds, those

few are probably about to awaken. You have to be careful."

Su Zimo nodded.

In reality, the arrival of the five Sacred Masters this time was more like a final warning to him!

The next time they came, it might not be them anymore.

After saying that, the Mountain Elder and the Evil Lord stood up and bade farewell.

Su Zimo and Die Yue sent them off.

When he reached the entrance of the hall, the Evil Lord suddenly stopped in his tracks and turned

around. He frowned and looked hesitant as if he wanted to say something.

This expression was extremely rare for the Evil Lord.

"What's wrong?"

Su Zimo asked.

The Evil Lord was silent for a moment before saying slowly, "If an existence that no one can fight

against is born in the trichiliocosm …"

At this point, the Evil Lord paused and shook his head. "Forget it."

The Evil Lord turned and left halfway through his sentence.

The originally bustling hall was now cold and cheerless again.

"Thanks."

Die Yue looked at Su Zimo beside her and said with a smile.

Su Zimo said, "It's a pity that Sacred King Samsara did not manage to kill Ghostmother completely."

"It's nothing. The Mountain Elder is right. A lifetime for a lifetime is fair."

Die Yue said, "Furthermore, I was able to reincarnate back then. Although it was the Evil Lord who

saved me, I had to go through reincarnation. Without the consent of Sacred King Samsara, I'm

afraid I wouldn't have been able to survive."

Su Zimo nodded.

Die Yue suddenly asked, "Speaking of which, in the Six Paths of Reincarnation, the Masters of

Human Dao, Hungry Ghost Dao, Beast Dao, Hell Dao, and A Shura Dao have all appeared.

However, there is still one Master who has yet to appear."

"This person has always been in the 33 Heavens. I saw him this time."

Su Zimo said, "If I'm not wrong, the Palace Master of the 33 Heavens, the Great Sage who controls

the Heavenly Human Race, is the Master of the Heavenly Dao."

"To be precise, he should be the Master of the Heavenly Dao!"

"The last Dao of the Six Paths should be the Heavenly Dao, not the Heavenly Dao!"

(End of Chapter)
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